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Abstract

Earth’s internal heat drives its dynamic engine, causing mantle convection, plate tectonics, and the geodynamo. These renewing

and protective processes, which make Earth habitable, are fueled by a primordial (kinetic) and radiogenic heat. For the past

two decades, particle physicists have measured the flux of geoneutrinos, electron antineutrinos emitted during β - decay. These

ghost-like particles provide a direct measure of the amount of heat producing elements (HPE: Th & U) in the Earth and in

turn define the planet’s absolute concentration of the refractory elements. The geoneutrino flux has contributions from the

lithosphere and mantle. Detector sensitivity follows a 1/r 2 (source detector separation distance) dependence. Accordingly,

an accurate geologic model of the Near-Field Lithosphere (NFL, closest 500 km) surrounding each experiment is required

to define the mantle’s contribution. Because of its proximity to the detector and enrichment in HPEs, the local lithosphere

contributes 50% of the signal and has the greatest effect on interpreting the mantle’s signal. We re-analyzed the upper

crustal compositional model used by Agostini et al. (2020) for the Borexino experiment. We documented the geology of the

western Near-Field region as rich in potassic volcanism, including some centers within 50 km of the detector. In contrast, the

Agostini study did not include these lithologies and used only a HPE-poor, carbonate-rich, model for upper crustal rocks in

the surrounding 150 km of the Borexino experiment. Consequently, we report 3× higher U content for the local upper crust,

which produces a 200% decrease in Earth’s radiogenic heat budget, when compared to their study. Results from the KamLAND

and Borexino geoneutrino experiments are at odds with one another and predict mantle compositional heterogeneity that is

untenable. Combined analyses of the KamLAND and Borexino experiments using our revised local models strongly favor an

Earth with 20 TW present-day total radiogenic power. The next generation of geoneutrino detectors (SNO+, counting; and

JUNO, under construction) will better constrain the HPE budget of the Earth.
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Abstract

Earth’s internal heat drives its dynamic engine, causing mantle convection, plate tectonics, and the geodynamo. These
renewing and protective processes, which make Earth habitable, are fueled by a primordial (kinetic) and radiogenic
heat. For the past two decades, particle physicists have measured the flux of geoneutrinos, electron antineutrinos
emitted during β− decay. These ghost-like particles provide a direct measure of the amount of heat producing elements
(HPE: Th & U) in the Earth and in turn define the planet’s absolute concentration of the refractory elements. The
geoneutrino flux has contributions from the lithosphere and mantle. Detector sensitivity follows a 1/r2 (source detector
separation distance) dependence. Accordingly, an accurate geologic model of the Near-Field Lithosphere (NFL,
closest 500 km) surrounding each experiment is required to define the mantle’s contribution. Because of its proximity
to the detector and enrichment in HPEs, the local lithosphere contributes ∼50% of the signal and has the greatest effect
on interpreting the mantle’s signal.

We re-analyzed the upper crustal compositional model used by Agostini et al. (2020) for the Borexino experi-
ment. We documented the geology of the western Near-Field region as rich in potassic volcanism, including some
centers within 50 km of the detector. In contrast, the Agostini study did not include these lithologies and used only
a HPE-poor, carbonate-rich, model for upper crustal rocks in the surrounding ∼150 km of the Borexino experiment.
Consequently, we report 3× higher U content for the local upper crust, which produces a 200% decrease in Earth’s
radiogenic heat budget, when compared to their study. Results from the KamLAND and Borexino geoneutrino ex-
periments are at odds with one another and predict mantle compositional heterogeneity that is untenable. Combined
analyses of the KamLAND and Borexino experiments using our revised local models strongly favor an Earth with
∼20 TW present-day total radiogenic power. The next generation of geoneutrino detectors (SNO+, counting; and
JUNO, under construction) will better constrain the HPE budget of the Earth.
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1. Introduction1

A combination of primordial and radiogenic energy2

drives Earth’s engine, with the former coming from3

planetary accretion and the latter from decay of K, Th,4

and U. Our planetary vehicle lacks a fuel gauge to define5

the amount of fuel left to power plate tectonics, mantle6

convection, and the geodynamo. Defining the thermal7

evolution of the planet gives insights into the cooling8

and crystallization history of the core, the temporal vari-9

ation in mantle viscosity, and the nature of the cosmic10

building blocks of the Earth. With the dawn of geoneu-11

trino detection [1], we now have the opportunity to de-12

fine the Earth’s radiogenic fuel budget, which in turn13

can specify the proportional contribution of these heat14

producing elements (K, Th, U) in the crust and mantle.15

Twenty years have passed since particle physicists16

began detecting the Earth’s emission of geoneutrinos17

(chargeless and near-massless particles emitted during18

β− decay) [1]. The first generation of detectors (Kam-19

LAND in Japan and Borexino in Italy) have reported20

their flux measurements and interpreted their data in21

the context of an assumed geological model. The pre-22

cision of the flux measurement (σ) continues to im-23

prove with exposure time, as it follow counting statis-24

tics (σ ∼ 1/
√

N, N=number of observed events). The25

accuracy of the interpretation and its uncertainties de-26
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pends on the assumed geological model. To interpret the27

geoneutrino flux measurement, one uses a detailed as-28

sessment of the Th and U abundances and distribution in29

the lithosphere surrounding the detector (closest ∼50030

km, which typically contributes 40 to 50% of the mea-31

sured signal). A reference model is assumed for contri-32

butions from the remaining global lithosphere and man-33

tle, with the Earth’s core having negligible quantities34

of K, Th, and U, and no significant contribution to the35

signal. Combined analyses of the results from the Kam-36

LAND and Borexino experiments favor an Earth with37

∼20 TW present-day total radiogenic power (or a ∼1638

TW Earth for just Th and U power) [2, 3]. This finding39

indicates that ∼40% of the Earth’s estimated power of40

46 ± 3 TW [4] comes from radiogenic sources.41

Controversy remains, however, regarding the as-42

sumed geological model used to describe the local litho-43

spheric contribution to the geoneutrino flux. For the44

lithosphere surrounding the KamLAND detector the45

various geological models predicting the local 3D dis-46

tribution of Th and U differ by a factor of 1.4, based on47

their reported geoneutrino fluxes [5, 6, 7]. In contrast,48

for the Borexino detector the various predictions differ49

by a factor of 3 [8, 6, 9, 7]. The interpretation of the re-50

gional geology is important for geoneutrino studies as it51

fundamentally influences the final result, and the global52

abundances of Th and U.53

The latest interpretation of geoneutrino data from the54

Borexino experiment [9] predicts a low contribution55

from their local crust to the overall geoneutrino signal.56

Consequently, their inferred mantle geoneutrino signal57

is high (∼25 TW from Th+U), as well as their calcu-58

lation for the bulk Earth’s radiogenic power (∼38 TW59

from K+Th+U), with model uncertainties at ∼34% [9].60

This prediction contrasts with other geoneutrino exper-61

iments [10, 11] and numerous geochemical [12, 13, 6,62

e.g.] and geophysical [14, 15, e.g.] models for Earth.63

Agostini et al. (2020)[9] places their upper limit of un-64

certainty at 51 TW of radiogenic heat production, which65

is outside of all geological observations.66

Here we review the data for constructing a local geo-67

logical model for the lithosphere immediately surround-68

ing the Borexino detector. We evaluate the local geolog-69

ical model used in Agostini et al. (2020)[9] and com-70

pare it with competing models. We then test whether71

such models are consistent with the known regional ge-72

ology and heat flux constraints. Using these findings,73

we identify the best local lithospheric models for the74

Borexnio experiment. Relying on the same principles,75

we discuss the competing local lithospheric models for76

the next generation of geoneutrino experiments.77
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Figure 1: The strength of a geoneutrino signal depends on the abun-
dance of the emitter (Th or U), and the 1/distance2 from the emitted to
the detector, regardless of direction. A detector in central Italy (Borex-
ino) sees the strongest signal (yellow) from its immediate surrounding
geology and the weakest signal from the opposite side of Earth (pink).
The outer and inner core do not contribute to the geoneutrino signal
and are grayed-out.

2. Background78

Neutrinos are weakly-interacting fundamental parti-79

cles that stream freely through matter, carrying infor-80

mation about their decay source. Detection of elec-81

tron antineutrinos (ν̄e) is accomplished via the Inverse82

Beta Decay (IBD) reaction with a free protons (p):83

ν̄e + p → e+ + n [n, neutron; e+, positron] with an en-84

ergy threshold of Ethr
ν̄e

= 1.8 MeV. This restriction al-85

lows detection of only the highest energy antineutrinos86

produced during some of the β− decays in the 238U and87

232Th decay chains [1].88

Earth’s total geoneutrino emission comes from the89

lithosphere and mantle, with the number of ν̄e observed90

(i.e., S , signal) by physicists is therefore:91

S total = S lithosphere + S mantle (1)92

S total is reported in Terrestrial Neutrino Units (TNU) to93

normalize between detectors of different sizes; 1 TNU94

equals 1 antineutrino detection per 1 kiloton of scintil-95

lation fluid (1032 free protons) per year of exposure in96

a 100% efficient detector. S total is proportional to the97

concentration of U and Th divided by the square of their98

distance (r) from the detector:99

S total ∝
[U] + [Th]

r2 (2)100

Figure 1 shows the sensitivity of S total relative to dis-101

tance from the detector in central Italy. At a known102
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decay rate, a relatively constant (232Th/238U)molar value103

[16], and an assumed K/U value, we calculate the abun-104

dance of the heat producing elements (K, Th, and U;105

HPEs). Please refer to Supplementary equation S1-Eq1106

for the full calculation of the total ν̄e signal.107

Compositional variations in the local lithosphere have108

the strongest effect on the geoneutrino signal because109

the lithosphere is closer to the detector (smaller r) and110

is 100-fold enriched in HPE relative to the mantle. Al-111

though the Earth’s mantle is largest silicate reservoir, its112

low U concentration (≤10 ng/g) and distance (greater r)113

causes its signal to be muted.114

To determine the contribution of geoneutrinos from115

the mantle, and therefore how much radioactive heat is116

left to power mantle convection, plate tectonics, or the117

geodynamo, we must first determine the U and Th con-118

centrations in the lithosphere surrounding the detector.119

Subtracting the lithospheric signal from the total sig-120

nal is done to establish the mantle value and its Th and121

U content. The S lithosphere has Near-Field Lithospheric122

(NFL) and Far-Field Lithospheric (FFL) contributions.123

Thus, the mantle geoneutrino signal is:124

S mantle = S total − (S NFL + S FFL) (3)125

The relative contributions of these components are:126

Near-Field lithosphere (40 to 50%), Far-Field litho-127

sphere (30 to 40%, i.e., global lithospheric signal),128

and mantle (≤25%) [7]. The lithosphere includes the129

mechanically coupled, underlying lithospheric mantle,130

which has limited compositional variation [17] and con-131

tributes little (order ∼1 TNU, <10% of the signal) to the132

lithospheric signals [6]. Araki et al. [1] observed that133

the first 50 km and 500 km from KamLAND contributes134

∼25% and ∼50%, respectively, of the total signal.135

Modeling uncertainties: The relative uncertainties on136

the flux measurement at KamLAND and Borexino ex-137

periments improve over time; KamLAND went from138

∼54% to ∼15% uncertainty for its measured flux, while139

Borexino went from ∼42% to ∼19%. The modern man-140

tle with depleted and enrich domains is predicted to141

show only ∼10% total variation in its geoneutrino sig-142

nal [18]. Likewise, only ∼10% relative variation is ob-143

served in estimates of the Far-Field lithospheric signal.144

Typically, the upper crust (i.e., the top 1/3 of the crust)145

contributes ∼70% of the geoneutrino signal from the146

lithosphere. Hence, the greatest impact on interpreting147

the mantle signal comes from accurately predicting the148

upper crustal composition, that is, the S NFL.149

3. Lithospheric Modeling150

Disentangling the mantle’s contribution to S total is a151

major goal of geoneutrino studies. Doing so requires ac-152

curate models for S Lithosphere. Importantly, uncertainties153

0 2 4 6 8

Granites

Shales

Sandstones

Peridotites

Carbonates

U (ppm)

High TNU

Low TNU

Basalts

Figure 2: The average and range of U (and Th) depends on rock lithol-
ogy. Granites tend to have higher average HPE content while carbon-
ates and mafic rocks have lower averages. Sandstones, on the other
hand, can have a wide range of U content depending on their forma-
tion and surrounding rocks. The white bar for each rock type shows
the interquartile range of U concentrations from the Earthchem.org
Database https://www.earthchem.org. See text for the definition
of TNU.

(statistical and systematic) in the NFL model contribute154

most significantly to uncertainties in the modern mantle155

and global results.156

Given the limited (±10%) variation in the mantle’s157

signal, one expects its predicted values from different158

geoneutrino experiments to agree at this level. How-159

ever, the local estimates of the modern mantle S mantle160

range from ∼30±13 TNU (power from K, Th, and U)161

by the Borexino team [9] to ∼7±1.6 TNU by the Kam-162

LAND team [10]. Consequently, the disparate nature of163

these findings either means (1) the mantle is grossly het-164

erogeneous (i.e., beyond scales envisaged by geology),165

or (2) there are substantial inaccuracies in lithospheric166

modeling.167

The distribution, volume, composition (HPE con-168

tent), and petrology of the formations surrounding a de-169

tector must be accurately determined for its contribu-170

tion to S NFL. Shales and granites are enriched in HPEs,171

whereas peridotites and carbonates normally are not.172

However, the degree of HPE enrichment is variable even173

within a given rock type. HPE concentrations differ174

among igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks,175

and between silicate and carbonate lithologies (Figure176

2). It is therefore crucial to model accurately the pro-177

portional contribution of each geological formation and178

its HPE content near a detector.179

3
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Figure 3: A schematic drawing of the location of the Borexino experiment and its Near-Field lithosphere (NFL; highlighted colored map in the
center). Though the global abundance of U and Th contribute to the measured geoneutrino signal, the (continental) crust immediately surrounding
the detector has the strongest effect on the signal.

The Borexino geoneutrino experiment at Gran Sasso180

National Laboratory was located outside of L’Aquila,181

Italy, in the central Italian peninsula (Figure 3, 13.57◦E,182

42.45◦N, with 1.4 km of rock overburden). The Apen-183

nines consist primarily of foreland basin sediments and184

siliciclastic foredeep basin sediments, covered by Mid-185

dle Pleistocene to Recent volcanics (on the western186

side) and continental shelf and marine deposits [19, 20].187

The marine deposits are mainly dolomitic (marble,188

where metamorphosed). Extensional forces from man-189

tle spreading to the west of the Apennines have led to190

a fault-block system of grabens filled with terreginous191

sediments in a region known as the Tyrrhenian Exten-192

sional Zone [19]. As a result, the uppermost crust near193

the detector could contain a mixture lithologies ranging194

from < 1 ppm to > 4 ppm U (Figure 2).195

3.1. Near-Field and Far-Field Lithosphere196

The Near-Field Lithosphere (NFL) is oftentimes, for197

the sake of computational ease, treated as the 4°latitude198

× 6°longitude area centered on the detector [6], rather199

than a circle with a 500 km diameter. The Far-Field200

Lithosphere (FFL) consists of the rest of the Earth’s201

lithosphere (oceanic and continental). The crucial202

step, which requires geoscientific expertise, is determin-203

ing the concentration and distribution of HPEs in the204

lithologies of the Near-Field Lithosphere.205

S FFL is a global average of the continental and206

oceanic lithospheric contribution to a detector’s farfield207

geoneutrino flux. Model predictions for the S FFL at208

existing and future planned detector sites are consis-209

tent, with estimates agreeing at better than the ±20%210

level. The competing predictions for BorexinoS FFL agree211

at 16±1 TNU [8, 6, 9, 7].212

Whether a signal is from a moderate source of heat213

producing elements in the lithosphere near the detector214

or from a more concentrated mantle source is where dis-215

crepancies are introduced. To illustrate this point, and216

to highlight the need for accurate lithospheric models217

for the area surrounding geoneutrino detectors, we walk218

through the impacts of two different scenarios of upper219

crustal concentrations for Th and U near the Borexino220

geoneutrino detector.221

Figure 4 illustrates the signal trade-off between HPE222

content of the Near-Field Lithosphere and mantle. S total223

depends on the total mass of HPEs and their distance224

from the detector. The non-uniqueness of the modeling225

drives us to construct more accurate 3D descriptions of226

the HPE contents of the Near-Field Lithosphere, to eval-227

uate better the mantle HPE concentrations.228

3.2. Numerical Model229

Figure 5 presents two NFL models used to analyze230

the effects of vastly different abundances of Th and U in231

the upper crust surrounding the Borexino detector: (1)232

a low Th+U content (e.g., dominantly carbonate) and233

(2) medium Th+U content (e.g.,shale-like, or averaged234

carbonate + siliciclastics + volcanic). These idealized235

models are comparable to those reported in (1) Agostini236

et al. [9] and Coltorti et al. [8], and (2) Huang et al. [6],237

Wipperfurth et al. [7], and McDonough et al. [2].238
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Figure 4: The total geoneutrino signal, S total (length of the boxes in
the figure) measured at a given detector remains relatively constant
over time; the uncertainty decreases as the number of geoneutrino
events detected increases. The amount of signal attributed to the Near-
Field Lithosphere (NFL, yellow) determines how much signal must
come from the mantle (blue). The average signal of the Far-Field
Lithosphere (FFL, brown) generally stays the same (i.e., 16±1 TNU
for Borexino).

Using Monte Carlo numerical modeling [7], we de-239

termined the expected BorexinoS NFL assuming two differ-240

ent scenarios: low and medium HPE contents for the241

upper crust. The HPE content of the middle, and lower242

crust and lithospheric mantle are taken from [21, 22].243

For the physical description of the local lithosphere, we244

use the LITHO1.0 model [23] (i.e. density, distance245

from detector) with 1◦latitude x 1◦longitude horizon-246

tal resolution for the upper, middle, and lower crust247

and lithospheric mantle. Table 1 lists the compositional248

model parameters for the NFL, its signal, and that for249

the total lithosphere and mantle. This table also reveals250

the predicted power of the mantle and bulk Earth for251

these two different upper crustal models and thus NFL252

models.253

A factor of three difference in the HPE budget of the254

upper crust for these two NFL models produces a factor255

of ∼2 difference in both the estimated mantle and bulk256

Earth radiogenic power (Figure 6). These gross differ-257

ences in the predicted radiogenic power demonstrate the258

significance of producing an accurate NFL model.259

4. Importance of the Near-Field Lithosphere Model260

The Apennines of the central Italian peninsula ex-261

poses a geological paradox across its eastern and west-262

ern divide. Its Adriatic eastern side is composed of a263

compressional fold and thrust belt, whereas its Tyrrhe-264

nian western side is composed of extensional fault-265

block mountains. The paradox of this mountain belt266

is the juxtaposition of both compressional and exten-267

sional tectonic forces over a relatively narrowed (∼150268

km) east-west traverse.269

Figure 7 shows that carbonate sediments surround the270

Borexino detector, whereas the western half of the Near-271

Field region exposes extensive deposits of Neogene to272

Quaternary igneous rocks [24, 25]. The Tuscan and273

Roman magmatic provinces are exposed all throughout274

the Tyrrhenian side of the Apennines and coastal plains.275

This western portion of the Italian peninsula is enriched276

in K, Th, and U, with some rocks containing as much277

as 25 µg/g U [26], which is slightly less than 10 times278

enriched over average upper crustal rocks [27].279

These western Tuscan and Roman magmatic rocks280

are HPE-enriched and make up a significant portion of281

the upper crust of the NFL. Some of these rocks are282

within 50 km of the Borexino detector and need to be in-283

corporated into any NFL model, but unfortunately these284

lithologies were not discussed by [8, 9]. Agostini et285

al. [9] highlighted the central tile, which includes the286

area within ∼100 km of the Borexino detector and noted287

“Up to a distance of ∼150 km from Borexino, 100% of288

the geoneutrino signal is generated from the LOC [local289

lithosphere].” Nearly all of the volcanoes identified in290

Figure 7, some of which are enormous volcanic centers,291

are within 150 km of the Borexino detector. In addition,292

the CROP 11 seismic refraction line that the Agostini293

et al. model cites as evidence for 13 km of carbonate294

sediments shows thick layers of siliciclastic sediments295

as well (e.g., [29, 30].296

To develop our alternative model of the BorexinoNFL,297

we followed the practices of Huang et al. [6] and Mc-298

Donough et al. [2] and used a generic, average upper299

crust composition [27]. Using such a generic model for300

the upper crust of the NFL results in a mantle and bulk301

Earth model that is consistent with studies that favor a302

20 TW radiogenic Earth [2, 3].303

Disparities between the predicted HPE concentra-304

tions in the upper crust for the NFL cause the greatest305

systematic uncertainties in calculated radiogenic heat306

production. Constructing a purely carbonate versus a307

generic upper crust around the detector changes the ex-308

pected mantle radiogenic heat budget from 30 TW to 13309

TW, respectively. These contrasting models illustrate310

the consequences of modeling different proportions of311

HPE lithologies for the NFL. Consequently, inaccurate312

estimates of the subsurface composition near a detector313

vastly change the implications of the observed geoneu-314

5
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Figure 5: Two different Near-Field Lithosphere models illustrate low (Agostini’20) and medium (Generic) U and Th scenarios in the uppermost
crust near our geoneutrino detector. The middle and lower crust are kept the same among the three models since we are primarily interested in the
effects of upper crustal compositional changes. See [6] for discussions on middle/lower/deep crustal geoneutrino contributions.
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the Borexino measured Stotal of 47+10.8

−9.6 TNU (with the signal errors including the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties).
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Figure 7: A simplified geological map (A) of the central Italian peninsula showing extensive volcanism on the western portion and carbonate
platforms to the east (modified after [19, 26]). The red dashed line circles the Borexino detector (blue star) at a radius of 50 km. Quaternary
volcanic deposits in the west coincide with high surface heat flux (B). Heat flux data from [28]

trino signal S total.315

5. Heat Flux Constraints on Lithospheric Models316

To further assess the upper crustal model of the317

BorexinoNFL we turned to the available heat flux data318

for the central Apennines [31, 32]. Given the regional319

tectonic setting discussed above, it is not surprising to320

observe a clear distinction between the western, high321

heat flux (>150 mW/m2) and the eastern low heat flux322

(<70 mW/m2) provinces [31] (Figure 7). Moreover, us-323

ing observable crustal radiogenic heat production data,324

Verdoya et al. (2001)[32] concluded that low surface325

heat flux estimates (e.g., values <45 mW/m2) are unre-326

liable in the Apennines. This study also concluded that327

the central Apennines region has an average heat flux328

of ∼70 mW/m2 (with eastern and western limbs being329

approximately 55 and 150 mW/m2, respectively). On330

average, the BorexinoNFL has a relatively normal conti-331

nental surface heat flux value (e.g., ∼63 mW/m2, [28]).332

Surface heat flux is the sum of contributions from333

heat production in the crust and the heat flux across the334

Moho. The total surface heat flux (TotalHF) can be ex-335

pressed as the sum of crustal and Moho heat fluxes:336

TotalHF ≡ CrustHF + MohoHF (4)337

Normally, a regionally averaged surface heat flux338

(e.g., ∼63 mW/m2) is dominated by an upper crustal339

fraction (i.e., 50 to 60%) and, less so, by a ∼1/3 con-340

tribution from the Moho heat flux (i.e, 21 ± 10 mW/m2)341

[22]. If we assume a generic crustal compositional342

model (Table 1), the regional TotalHF for the Italian343

peninsula appears normal in terms of its heat production344

and surface heat flux (i.e., ∼70 mW/m2). In contrast,345

assuming the compositional model for the NFL adopted346

by Agostini’20 [8] puts the CrustHF contribution at 24347

mW/m2 and a MohoHF of 46 mW/m2 – more than dou-348

ble the global average. While this level of Moho heat349

flux is possible, it is only observed in areas of recent vol-350

canism, which contradicts the low HPE carbonate shelf351

model.352

The Agostini et al. (2020) model for the mantle’s ra-353

diogenic heat (30 TW) is also inconsistent with their354

choice of a 8.1 TW global lithosphere model. The355

Earth has 46 ± 3 TW of heat [15], which is both ra-356

diogenic and primordial in origin, with other contribu-357

tions including 3 TW from oceanic hot spots [33, 34],358

0.4 TW from tidal heating, crust-mantle differentiation,359

and thermal contraction [34], and a minimum of 6 TW360

to 12 TW from secular cooling of the mantle [35]. Con-361

sequently, for Agostini et al.’s (2020) accounting to be362

correct, it leaves anywhere from -2 to -8 TW for the363

core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat flux, meaning that364

the mantle is radiating 2 to 8 TW of heat into Earth’s365

core as it heats up over time. Our alternative model has366

7.6+2.1
−1.6 TW for the global lithosphere [7] and 12.9 TW367

in the mantle. This model yields a CMB heat flux of 10368

to 16 TW, in agreement with estimates from previous369

studies [33, 36, 37, 38, 39].370

The first experiment to detect geoneutrinos, Kam-371

LAND, in Kamioka, Japan, predicts a low radiogenic372

power Earth, 11.2+7.9
−5.1 TW for Th and U only, or 14 TW373
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when including the decay of other isotopes [10]. This374

result is intermediate between the low H (H = heat pro-375

duction) estimates for the Earth [13] and middle H esti-376

mates [12, 40]. The NFL model used by the KamLAND377

team [41] predicts an Earth with a low radiogenic power,378

whereas that proposed by Wipperfurth et al. [7] predicts379

an Earth with 20 TW of total radiogenic power.380

These KamLAND results challenge the Earth model381

of Agostini et al. (2020) that predicts 38 TW of ra-382

diogenic power. Either (1) the geological compositions383

of the KamLAND and/or the Borexino models need to384

be thoroughly re-investigated, or (2) one would have385

to predict a hemispherical dichotomy in the mantle’s386

composition. The latter hypothesis is, of course, un-387

supported by empirical data on the composition of mid-388

ocean ridge basalts and ocean island basalts. The second389

hypothesis seems completely untenable.390

In summary, we document the significance of geol-391

ogy’s input into interpreting the particle physics flux392

data. The combined results for KamLAND and Borex-393

ino experiments strongly favor a 20 TW radiogenic394

Earth model. Moreover, these results confirm that the395

bulk Earth has a 1.9× enrichment in refractory elements396

over a CI chondritic composition [42].397

6. The Future of Neutrino Geoscience398

High resolution crustal models accounting for the399

specific types and proportions of lithologies surround-400

ing each geoneutrino detector must be constructed to401

interpret geoneutrino flux measurement. The geol-402

ogy underlying active geoneutrino detectors (Figure403

8) in Gran Sasso, Italy, Kamioka, Japan, and Sud-404

bury, Canada, reveal complicated tectonic features (e.g.,405

(paleo-)subduction and synorogenic extension, ocean-406

continent subduction zone, large impact structure).407

Geoneutrino data already exists from two of these lo-408

cations, but these crustal models are either low resolu-409

tion or in conflict with one another. We must reconcile410

the geoneutrino signal at each location with improved411

local and regional geology. We must use a wide range412

of independent geoscientific data to constrain the com-413

position of the NFL. Moreover, our compositional mod-414

els needs to be internally consistent with available heat415

flow, geochemistry/petrology, structural geology, and416

seismology data to reduce the systematic uncertainties417

on Earth’s HPE content and thermal budget.418

There three more geoneutrino projects under con-419

struction or development: Jiangmen Underground Neu-420

trino Observatory (JUNO, Figure 8 purple dot) in south-421

eastern China, which will be 20x larger than any ex-422

isting detector [43]; China Jinping Underground Labo-423
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Figure 8: Borexino and KamLAND will be joined by the next
generation of geoneutrino detectors, including SNO+, which is al-
ready counting, and JUNO, which is under construction. The under-
development CJPL detector next to the Himalayas marks the fifth de-
tector in the northern hemisphere, allowing for unprecedented mantle
resolution. The OBD (ocean bottom detector) experiment is a mobile
device and its position can be optimized as being 3000 km away from
South America, Australia, and the core mantle boundary.

ratory (CJPL, Figure 8 green dot) sited on the eastern424

slope of the Tibetan plateau and Himalayan ramp and425

at 2.4 km depth [44]; and OBD, a movable, Ocean Bot-426

tom Detector (Figure 8 teal dot) proposed by a team of427

scientists and engineers working with JAMSTEC [45].428

These projects each represent massive feats of engineer-429

ing and decades-long data collection experiments and430

require substantial geoscientific input.431

The decay of HPEs contribute substantially to Earth’s432

internal heat. By quantifying Earth’s geoneutrino flux,433

we can precisely establish how much fuel from HPEs is434

left to power mantle convection and the recycling pro-435

cesses of plate tectonics. Geoneutrinos studies use mod-436

ern physics technology to measure directly and instan-437

taneously the current compositional properties of the in-438

accessible mantle. Th and U exist in Earth in constant,439

chondritic ratios to 26 other elements [12]; if we con-440

strain the abundance of HPEs, we can establish Earth’s441

concentrations of Ca, Al, Nb, and the economically442

valuable rare earth elements. With the second gener-443

ation of geoneutrino detectors on the horizon, geosci-444

entists and physicists are poised to unravel Earth’s heat445

budget from the tallest mountains to the bottom of the446

oceans.447
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Table 1: Borexino Models for the upper crust in the NFL, bulk calculated Signal, and Radiogenic Power

Agostini’20 Generic Units

U
C
†

K 9,600 23,200 µg/g
Th 2.0 10.5 µg/g
U 0.8 2.7 µg/g

HP‡ 0.16 0.62 nanoW/kg
Si

gn
al SNFL 9.7 16.6 TNU

SFFL 16.3 15.7 TNU
SMantle 21.2 14.7 TNU

R
*

H
ea

t

Mantle 30 13 TW
Total 38 20 TW

UC† local model for the Upper Continental Crust. NFL = Near-Field Lithosphere (i.e., closest ∼500 km to a detector). Units:
µg/g (10−6 kg/kg); TNU (Terrestrial Neutrino Unit, see text for details); TW (Terra Watts, 1012 watts). R* radiogenic power. HP‡

Heat Production.

7. Conclusion448

The power of geoneutrino studies lies in directly449

quantifying the amount of heat producing elements in450

the bulk Earth. Deep reservoirs in Earth that before451

were unreachable are being sampled by particle physi-452

cists, but these studies have not reached a consensus on453

what their results mean for mantle heat production. The454

geoneutrino signal at a given detector is a combination455

of crust-sourced and mantle-sourced Th and U decays.456

Since geoneutrinos do not carry directional information,457

the lithospheric signal must be constrained to quantify458

the mantle’s abundances of Th and U.459

Approximately 50% of the geoneutrino signal is pro-460

duced from the Near-Field Lithosphere (NFL), with461

25% of the signal coming from the HPEs within 50462

km of the detector. Conflicting Near-Field Lithospheric463

compositional models lead to profoundly different con-464

sequences for the predicted HPE content in the mantle465

and Earth’s thermal evolution.466

The Borexino particle physics team [9] modeled the467

NFL surrounding their detector as predominantly car-468

bonate, with low concentrations of Th and U. Their469

model therefore requires most of the geoneutrino sig-470

nal to come from the distant mantle, implying a 30 TW471

of mantle radiogenic heat production. Consequently,472

>80% of all of the Earth’s internal heat is radiogenic.473

This high heat production mantle is inconsistent with474

measurements from the detector at KamLAND and with475

heat flux observations.476

Alternatively, the inclusion of Neogene to Recent,477

HPE-rich volcanic deposits in the Borexino NFL region478

results in a more normal average upper crustal composi-479

tion for Th and U. Using this upper crustal model (ver-480

sus a low HPE model) can explain the Borexino signal,481

resulting in 13 TW of radiogenic power in the mantle or482

a 20 TW radiogenic Earth. It is therefore imperative to483

produce high-resolution NFL maps with accurate pro-484

portions of each HPE lithology.485

The direct measurement of geoneutrinos can provide486

crucial insights into the sources and distribution of heat487

producing elements in the Earth. When paired with488

accurate geological knowledge, these high-energy an-489

tineutrinos emitted from HPE decays within Earth helps490

establish the composition of the planet’s building blocks491

as well as the fuel left to power Earth’s dynamic interior.492
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Supporting Information for “ Quantifying Earth’s

radiogenic heat budget”

1. Full electron antineutrino flux equation

Table S1 explains the meaning of each symbol and its units.

dNpEῡe , ~rq

dpEῡeq
“ ε

NAλ

µ
σP pEυeq

dnpEῡeq

dpEῡeq

ż

‘

Pee pEῡe , |~r ´ ~r1|qd~r1
ap~rqρp~r1q

4π|~r ´ ~r1|2

(1)

Table 1: Heat production and geoneutrino flux results

Symbol Description Units

dNpEῡe ,~rq
dpEῡe q

ν̄e detection spectrum ν̄e
ε 1032 protons x 3.154 x 107s x 100%* protonˆ s
NA Avogadro’s number atom

mol

λ Decay constant decay
sˆatom

µ Atomic mass kg
mol

σP pEυeq ν̄e cross-section (function of Eῡe)
m2

proton
dnpEῡe q
dpEῡe q

ν̄e emission spectrum ν̄e
decay

Pee pEῡe , |~r ´ ~r1|q Oscillation probability (function of Eῡe) unitless

ap~rq Concentration of radionuclide in cell kg
kg

ρp~r1q Density of rock in cell kg
m3

|~r ´ ~r1|2 Distance from cell to detector m

*detector size and efficiency normalization factor
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2. Heat production from K, Th, and U decay

Table 2: Radionuclide heat production

Radionuclide Mole Fraction (%) λ (a´1) Q(MeV) Q(pJ)

232Th 100 4.916 x 10´11 42.646 6.8326
235U 0.72049 9.8531 x 10´10 46.397 7.4336
238U 99.2740 1.5513 x 10´10 51.694 8.2823
40K 0.01167 5.491 x 10´10* 1.331* 2.132*

*Total from all 40K decay modes
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